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Odd weather patterns seem to have become the norm, snow in April, drought
in May, bluebells in June and heavy rainfall since. Even the herons that come
for fish in the mornings haven’t been coming, probably because of the huge
populations of frogs and newts this year. While the weather is always a topic
of concern during the Summer months for those going on holiday, we are
concerned about the effect the climate has on our wildlife. There is a serious
lack of berries this year because the flowers were not well fertilised which
means that many bird species are facing the loss of a valuable food source
prior to the Winter.
More new courses, the launch of our Affiliate Programme and now submitting
courses for ABTC recognition have all been keeping us busy alongside the
normal, day to day running of Compass.
Many congratulations from staff and students to Magda, who is our overseas
administrator, on the arrival of her baby girl. We are all extremely delighted
with the news.

Twice yearly inspection success

Internal Verification

Our NCFE inspection took place on 12th August and
we are delighted to report that all 51 quality markers
received an ‘excellent—no action required’ grade. In
other words 100%!
We are very proud of this
rating as we all work very hard
on behalf of our learners to
achieve the very best possible.
Our next inspection will be
early next year and the only
downside to such an excellent
result will be having to maintain it.

Although the course guide that students get explains that from
time to time they will be asked to send marked work to the
head office for Internal Verification, students still seem surprised when they receive an email requesting one of their module submissions.
Please note that it is not the aim of the senior tutor to re-mark
the work but only to ensure that the original marking is appropriate for the level of course and that all tutors’ marking is of a
consistent standard.
The senior tutor checks around 12% of all marked work which is
more than required and something that many other providers
do not do at all. As all of our tutors have been with us for many
years and have a wealth of experience, it is rare to find errors
but anyone can have an ‘off day’. This is just one of the many
ways in which we try extremely hard to ensure uniformity and
quality throughout.

New Courses
As always we have been developing new courses,
there are currently two to announce. The first is
aimed specifically at Veterinary Nurses and their annual CPD requirement. Titled Canine Nutrition for
Veterinary Nurses it is a concentrated and more
advanced version of the popular Canine Nutrition
Certificate. This will be a useful addition to the many
other Compass courses that are already being used as
CPD.
The second is a new direction for us and is inspired by
the number of pet owners who use complementary
approaches to pet well-being. Titled Introduction to
Herbal and Natural Remedies for Animals it is expected that it will be a very popular programme that
will explain the science behind modern herbalism and
the laws surrounding it.
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2015 Annual Seminar:
What Dog Owners Need To Know – part 2
Sunday 4th October 2015—Manor Hotel Solihull
tcbts.co.uk/event-what-dog-owners-need-to-know-part-2/

Sponsored by Burns
Natural Pet Foods
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Compass Affiliate Programme

Ants comb and brush their antenna

Anybody or business with a website can now show their support for
Compass and potentially earn while doing so. Anyone that follows the
link from an affiliate website to the Compass website and then signs
up for a course will be logged by the special software. This record then
generates a commission for the affiliate at the end of each month.
To become an affiliate couldn’t be easier, simply click on the ‘Become
an Affiliate’ button and follow the step by step instructions.

Grooming is essential for the insects because they are unable to smell food, follow trails or communicate if their sensitive antennae become dirty. Now researchers have revealed how the creatures look after themselves – by using
three types of hair to meticulously clean dirt from their
antenna.
Alexander Hackmann of Cambridge University’s Zoology
department discovered each of the three hair clusters
performed a different function with the 'bristles' scratching
away the largest particles, the 'comb' then removes smaller particles and finally the 'brush' removes the smallest
particles.
Where the 'bristles' and 'comb' are rounded and fairly
rigid, the 'brush' hairs are flat, bendy and covered in ridges,
which increases the surface area for contact with the dirt
particles, giving them a better chance of sticking to the
hairs.
'We hope that understanding the biological system will
lead to building bio-inspired devices for cleaning on micro
and nano scales because modern nanofabrication techniques face similar problems with surface contamination.

Grey Squirrels are quick learners

Predators and prey don’t see eye to eye

They may be viewed by some as an invasive species or a commonplace pest of public parks, but a new study from the University of
Exeter has shown that grey squirrels are actually quick learners
capable of adapting tactics to improve efficiency and reap the best
rewards.
To test the animals' intelligence and mental flexibility researchers
invented a task involving a box with 12 sunken wells, four of which
were hollow. Of the four, two contained hidden hazelnuts.
The hazelnuts were placed in the wells diagonally across from each
other, meaning that the least efficient way for the squirrels to locate the food was to check each well in a clockwise or counterclockwise sequence, and the most effective was an 'integrative'
approach where squirrels checked only the two diagonal wells that
contained food, ignoring the two empty wells.
Co-author Dr Lisa Leaver of the University of Exeter added: "We
predicted that squirrels would be quick to learn this task because
learning spatial arrays is crucial for them in order to recover their
food caches in the winter months. These results are interesting
because they don't just show that the squirrels were quick to learn
about changes in food location, they also give some indication
about how they learned to complete the task. This is an area that
we are investigating in more detail in order to understand how
animals in general and squirrels in particular learn about changes
in the environment.
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When it comes to telling prey and predators apart, you only
need to look at their eyes, researchers say.
Prey species such as sheep and goats can be distinguished by
their 'letterbox' pupils while those of cats, crocodiles and
other ambush predators look like vertical slits.
In both cases, evolution chose the arrangement for a good
reason, according to scientists. Tests have shown that eyes
with horizontal slit pupils have an expanded field of view.
Placed on each side of a prey animal's head, they provided a
panoramic visual display that improves their chances of
spotting
approaching
danger.
On the other hand,
vertical slits give predators improved depth of
field and the ability to
judge distances, which
are essential for an
animal that hunts by
pouncing on its prey.
But vertical slits only
come into their own at
ground level.
For that reason, domestic cats have vertical slit
pupils while larger lions
and tigers do not.
Like dogs, their
pupils are round.
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Tiny thornbill mimics warning call of other species
When thinking about famous impressionists, the likes of John
Culshaw and Alastair McGowan spring to mind but now the
thornbill will need to be added to this list after scientists discovered it can mimic the warning call of multiple other species
when it feels threatened.
In particular, this tiny bird uses the trick to fool a predator into
thinking it is a larger bird than it is, ultimately giving its chicks
vital seconds to escape.
The remarkable talent was spotted by researchers from the
Australian National University (ANU), with the research primarily carried out at the Australian National Botanic gardens.
Certain birds use a particular call to warn others of the same
species that a bird of prey - such as a hawk - is approaching.
The researchers found that the thornbill can mimic a range of
these warning calls and use them to fend off predators, such as
the larger pied currawong.
It also has its own call, which it sometimes uses during the deception.
‘It's not superbly accurate mimicry, but it's enough to fool the
predator,’ said Dr Branislav Igic, who carried out the study during his PhD at ANU Research School of Biology.

He noted the trickery is necessary because physically attacking
the currawong would almost certainly end in disaster.
‘They [currwaongs] are 40 times the size of a thornbill and will
eat adults as well as nestlings,’ he said.
‘I am amazed that such a tiny bird can mimic so many species,
some much bigger than itself. It's very cunning.’
Although vocal mimicry is widespread among birds, its function
is rarely understood.
This study is the first to show that birds use vocal mimicry to
scare predators.
While the currawong itself doesn’t have an alarm call of its
own, it can recognise that of others - and becomes distracted
when a thornbill sings this warning call.

Cats put sight over smell in finding food
Felines have a tremendous sense of smell and vision, but the new study by researchers at
the University of Lincoln, UK, has for the first time investigated which sense they prefer to
use under test conditions -- and suggested sight may be more important than smell.
A group of six cats were placed in a maze which had 'decision' points -- and the cats had to
choose which avenue they took based on their preference for using images or smell. They
were simultaneously presented with two squares of paper, each containing a different visual
and odour cue. One combination of stimuli indicated they would receive a food reward,
whereas the other led to no reward.
Once the cats had learned the rules of the game and received food rewards for correctly
choosing either the visual stimulus or the olfactory stimulus, the researchers separated the
cues (visual versus olfactory) to investigate whether the cats were using their eyes or nose to
solve the task.
Four out of the six cats picked the visual cue, over the odour cue, to receive their food reward with only one cat preferring to use its nose
and the sixth showing no preference. So it seems that when they had the choice, cats simply preferred the visual signals over the olfactory
ones. The findings have now been published by the international journal Applied Animal Behaviour Science.

The dhole: The Asian dog more endangered than tigers
Dholes are wild canids, efficient predators and communal pack hunters. These rust-coloured carnivores roam the jungles and mountain
forests of Central and East Asia filling the humid air with whistles, howls and screeches that chill the heart of any sambar deer or wild
boar. There have even been reports of dhole packs hounding – and, maybe even, killing – tigers.
Although little-known, dholes have a plethora of names: the Asiatic wild dog, the red wolf and the whistling dog among them, along
with some 40 or so indigenous names. However, the origins of
the name ‘dhole’ remain obscure. The canid’s scientific name
is Cuon alpinus, and they are the only species in the Cuon
genus. In other words, if we lose the dhole we lose an entire
evolutionary genus.
The dhole’s prowess has not kept them off the endangered
list, however. According to an as yet unpublished update to
the IUCN Red List, there are only 949 to 2,215 breeding dholes
left in the wild – that’s less than the world’s breeding tigers.
Yet, dholes have been almost wholly ignored by conservationists, researchers and the global public. Sadly they are a forgotten predator.
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Horses communicate with eyes and mobile ears
Horses are sensitive to the facial expressions and attention of other horses, including the direction of the eyes and ears. The findings,
reported in the Cell Press journal Current Biology on August 4, are a reminder for us humans to look beyond our own limitations and
recognize that other species may communicate in ways that we can't, the researchers say. After all, human ears aren't mobile.
The new study also challenges the earlier held notion that animals with eyes to the sides of their heads cannot glean information
based on the direction of one another's gaze.
Jennifer Wathan of the University of Sussex and the study's senior author Karen
McComb took photographs to document cues given by horses when they were
paying attention to something. Then Wathan and McComb used those photographs
as life-sized models for other horses to look at as they chose between two feeding
buckets. In each case, the horse in the photo was paying attention to one of the
buckets and not the other. In some instances, the researchers also manipulated the
image to remove information from key facial areas, including the eyes and the ears.
The researchers' observations show that horses rely on the head orientation of
their peers to locate food. However, that ability to read each other's interest level
is disrupted when parts of the face -- the eyes and ears -- are covered up with
masks. The ability to correctly judge attention also varied depending on the identity
of the horse pictured, suggesting that individual facial features may be important,
the researchers report.

Shape-shifting frog discovered in Ecuadorian Andes
A frog in Ecuador's western Andean cloud forest changes skin texture in minutes, appearing to mimic the texture it sits on. Originally
discovered by a Case Western Reserve University PhD student Katherine Krynak and her husband, the amphibian is believed to be the
first known to have this shape-shifting capability.
But the new species, called Pristimantis mutabilis, or mutable rainfrog, has company. Colleagues working with the couple recently found
that a known relative of the frog shares the same texture-changing quality--but it was never reported before.
The frogs are found at Reserva Las Gralarias, a nature reserve originally created to protect endangered birds in the
Parish of Mindo, in north-central Ecuador.
Katherine Krynak believes the ability to
change skin texture to reflect its surroundings may enable P. mutabilis to
help camouflage itself from birds and
other predators.

Brain size related to self-control
Chimpanzees may throw tantrums like toddlers, but their total
brain size suggests they have more self-control than, say, a
gerbil or fox squirrel, according to a new study of 36 species of
mammals and birds ranging
from orangutans to zebra
finches.
Scientists at Duke University,
UC Berkeley, Stanford, Yale and
more than two-dozen other
research institutions collaborated on this first large-scale
investigation into the evolution
of self-control, defined in the
study as ‘the ability to inhibit
powerful but ultimately counter-productive behaviour’. They found that the species with
the largest brain volume -- not volume relative to body size -showed superior cognitive powers in a series of food-foraging
experiments.
Moreover, animals with the most varied diets showed the
most self-restraint, according to the study published April 21 in
the journal of the Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences.
While participating researchers all performed the same series
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of experiments, they did so in their own establishments and on their
own animal subjects. Data was provided on bonobos, chimpanzees,
gorillas, olive baboons, stump
-tailed macaques, golden
snub-nosed monkeys, brown,
red-bellied and aye-aye lemurs, coyotes, dogs, gray
wolves, Asian elephants, domestic
pigeons,
orangewinged amazons, Eurasian
jays, western scrub jay, zebra

finches and swamp sparrows.
"The study levels the playing
field on the question of animal
intelligence," said UC Berkeley
psychologist Lucia Jacobs, a coauthor of this study and of its
precursor, a 2012 paper in the
journal, Animal Cognition.
This was clearly a fascinating piece of research however it seems to
have avoided addressing the long standing question concerning
brain size and where humans fit in the scheme of things. Clearly , the
placoderms and cetaceans have brains significantly larger in volume
than homo sapiens.
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Dogs are man's best friend thanks to bonding hormone, research shows
Researchers in Japan have found that dogs and owners experience surges in oxytocin, a hormone responsible for maternal caring, when they
look into each other’s eyes A rush of hormone that helps people bond could explain why humans and dogs have been best friends for thousands of years, say. The scientists found that dog owners experienced a surge of oxytocin when their pets gazed into their eyes, a dramatic
effect that was mirrored in the animals themselves.
The same hormone has been shown to spike in mothers’ brains when they look into
their children’s eyes. The physiological response drives maternal caring and
strengthens the bond between mothers and their babies. The latest finding suggests that dogs have tapped into this ancient biological mechanism, and through it
reinforced the ties that have existed between humans and dogs since the animals
were first domesticated thousands of years ago. “This might be why the human-dog
relationship seems to work so well,” said Takefumi Kikusui at Azabu University.
To investigate how dogs and humans formed their special relationship, Kikusui’s
team ran a series of experiments. They began by watching 30 owners play with
their dogs for half an hour. The breeds included golden retrievers, poodles, a Jack
Russell terrier, a German shepherd dog, and several miniature schnauzers. The
group was an even split of males and females.

DNA hints at earlier dog evolution
A genetic study indicates that dogs may have begun to split from wolves 27,000 years ago.
The discovery, in Current Biology, challenges the view that dogs were domesticated much more recently, around 15,000 years ago as
humans changed from being hunter-gatherers to farmers. The study might also explain the deep bond between dogs and humans.
Other researchers had proposed that the domestication of dogs arose with the emergence of agriculture, when human huntergatherers settled and formed communities.
The new study, which was led by Dr Love Dalen of the Swedish Museum of Natural History in Stockholm, challenges this view.
"[The study] is showing that the deep connection has existed between man and wolves - now our dogs - for many tens of thousands of
years and that is why we love dogs so much. They are part of
our own evolution into a modern society," His laboratory specialises in being able to piece together the DNA of ancient specimens. Dr Dalen and his team were able to identify the rough
genetic code of the animal and to their surprise they discovered
that its DNA was half way in between dogs and wolves.
The results suggest that the split between dogs and wolves happened a few thousand years later.
According to Dr Dalen, dogs were either domesticated at that
time, or the population split into modern wolves and a wild
ancestor of modern dogs that later became extinct. "We think
the simplest explanation is that dogs were domesticated at the
time of the split," he says.

What’s your dog trying to tell you?
Ever wondered what your dog's trying to tell you with his bark? Well, now there is a computer program able to do just that - and you'd be
surprised at just what your pet is able to communicate.
Scientists developed the program after discovering dogs aren't just trying to attract attention, or scaring off intruders when they bark.
Amazingly, the bark could also let you know the gender and age of your pet - as well as whether it is scared, happy or even lonely.
The research team from Eotvos Lorand University, in Hungary, and the Technical University of Madrid, in Spain, hope the new computer
program will help vets diagnose canines in future.
It could also be used to help dog shelter staff identify levels of aggression, fear
or distress, the Independent reported.
But there is another possible use for the algorithms which have been developed.
We could develop emotional sounds for robots based on dog barks that can
be recognised by humans - that would be a way to create believable social
robots,' Dr Tamas Farago, of Eotvos Lorand said.
The program was created after recording around 800 barks made in a host of
different situations - from holding a bowl of food in front of the dog, to a
stranger walking to the front door - by seven different dogs of different ages.
And when they put the newly developed algorithm to the test, the team discovered that, more than 81 per cent of the time, it could work out the age and
gender of the dog as well.
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When is a Jackal not a Jackal? When it is a wolf
They look alike, act alike and have long been considered to be the
same species. But, in the case of the golden jackals, it turns out that
appearances can be deceiving. An exhaustive genetic analysis has
found that different populations are made up of two entirely distinct
species, with those in Africa being closer to Grey Wolves than Jackals.
'Our results showed that African and Eurasian golden jackals were
distinct across all the genetic markers we tested,' said Klaus-Peter
Koepfli, a conservation and evolutionary geneticist at the Smithsonian Conservation Biology Institute in Washington.
This is the first discovery of a new canid species in Africa in more than
150 years and raises the number of living species in the mammalian
family called Canidae, which includes dogs, wolves, foxes, coyotes
and jackals, to 36 from 35.

The African golden wolf, (left) and Eurasian golden jackal, (right)

Giant Hogweed warning
There have been several articles in the National Press about people being seriously affected with
a painful rash after coming into contact with Giant Hogweed. The plant is not native to the UK
but looks similar to the native Cow Parsley, no surprise as it belongs to the same family, Apiaceae.
One story caught our attention about a Great Dane called Ellie. Joanne Boardman, had taken her
beloved rescue dog on her daily walk through some fields
and allotments near her home in Graystones, Sheffield.
But within hours of returning, eight-year-old Ellie was
covered in sore blisters and whimpering in pain.
'At first I noticed that Ellie had some little marks on her
nose which looked like scratches, but I didn't really think
much about it. The following day it blistered up really
badly when she went out in the sun. It went from nothing
to these horrible blisters.
Ellie was in a lot of pain and she couldn't ignore it. It's on
her nose - the most sensitive place.’
Giant Hogweed contains toxic components which, if
touched, make skin extremely sensitive to sunlight meaning it can burn and blister easily.
The plant, which can grow up to 3.5m tall, affects animals
as well as humans and can cause severe burns, particularly in summer months when UV rays are strongest.

Forthcoming Events

Classified

National Search and Rescue Dog Association
50th Anniversary Conference
19th/20th September
Hutton Police HQ
Nr Preston
www.nsarda.org.uk

Jackie Murphy A.Dip CBM / MISAP (beh) / MIfL (QTLS)
Accredited Animal Behaviourist
Member of The Canine Behaviour and Training Society
Ambassador of Great Britain for International Society of
Animal Professionals
Training and behaviour problems with dogs and cats
Email: jackiemurphy2020@hotmail.co.uk
Tel:
01474-365330
www.specialistdogtraining.co.uk

______________________________________________

Wolf Awareness Weekend
19th/20th September
Edinburgh University
www.compass-education.co.uk

compass.ed@btinternet.com
Compass Education Ltd
The Animal Study Centre, Moss End, Corsock, Castle Douglas
DG7 3ED
Tel: 0845 458 5981 (local rate) or ++44 1644 440601 outside UK
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http://www.action4dogs.co.uk/
evrplus_registration/?
action=evrplusegister&event_id=3
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